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Why a roadmap toward Biodiversity Net Gain? 

Level of ambition

• Scale 

• Target 

• Scope

Development & timing

Opportunities & risks
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The BBOP Business Roadmap, 2018

Part 1: Biodiversity Net Gain for business: what and why?
• Definitions
• Relationship with sustainability, CSR, Sustainable 

Development Goals, Natural Capital Protocol
• Opportunities & risks
• Potential Scope

Part 2: How to work towards Biodiversity Net Gain?
• ISO 9001 Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle

Part 3: Applying the steps to different scopes of activity

Part 4: Links to further technical information

+  separate document with Technical Notes – lots of examples



The BBOP Business Roadmap, 2018

Part 1: Biodiversity Net Gain for business: what and why?
• Definitions
• Relationship with sustainability, CSR, Sustainable 

Development Goals, Natural Capital Protocol
• Risks and opportunities
• Potential Scope

Part 2: How to work towards Biodiversity Net Gain?
• ISO 9001 Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle

Part 3: Applying the steps to different scopes of activity

Part 4: Links to further technical information

+  separate document with Technical Notes – lots of examples

Leaving biodiversity 

better off following 

development

activity, compared with 

a clear reference 

scenario. 

• public statements - approach & commitment

• management systems to deliver goals

• reliable, appropriate and transparent measures, 

e.g.:

• corporate planning procedures, ESIAs, staff 

responsibilities, monitoring & reporting protocols, 

budgets



Part 2: How to work towards Biodiversity Net Gain?

Based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle 

that’s part of the ISO 9001 Quality 

Management System

PLAN DO

CHECKACT



Part 3: Applying the steps to different scopes of activity

Scope: Working towards BNG at….. Relevance

Project or business unit level

Section 3.1

Companies addressing their own impacts through converting or 
modifying habitat.  (Site by site, case by case.)

E.g. when clearing land or marine areas. For sectors such as: 
energy, extractives, infrastructure, construction, housebuilding, 
agriculture, forestry, fisheries.Group, at the corporate level

Section 3.2 

Value chain

Section 3.3

Companies addressing impacts that arise through their value 
chain, in collaboration with their suppliers. 

E.g. for sectors such as: food and beverages; apparel; consumer 
goods; retail; engineering.

Investment decisions & Engagement

Section 3.4 

Companies addressing impacts on biodiversity that arise from 
their investment strategies and engagement with companies in 
which they are invested and which they finance.

E.g. for financial institutions.



Appendices

Library

HANDBOOKS

ROADMAPS

THE STANDARD
Available in English, 
French, Spanish, 
Portuguese, and 
Japanese Guidance Notes to the Standard on Biodiversity Offsets

RESOURCE PAPERS

Resources

OVERVIEW

Standard on Biodiversity Offsets
Principles, Criteria, and Indicators

The Principles

To No Net Loss and Beyond
An Overview of the Business and Biodiversity 
Offsets Programme (BBOP)

Technical 
Notes

Government Roadmap
Government Planning for Biodiversity Net Gain

Policy Benchmark
Government Planning for Biodiversity Net Gain

BBOP Glossary

Offset Design Handbook

Cost Benefit Handbook

Offset Implementation Handbook

Webinars Newsletters

Technical 
Notes

Business Roadmap
Business Planning for Biodiversity Net Gain

Biodiversity Offsets and Impact Assessment

Biodiversity Offsets and Stakeholder Participation

Case Studies

Corporate Natural Capital Accounting for Biodiversity Net Gain

No Net Loss & Loss-Gain Calculations

Non-offsettable Impacts

Stacking & Bundling

https://www.forest-trends.org/bbop/



New sections

Corporate level:

• Assess feasibility of company-wide 
application

• Consider aligning with CNCA
• Basis for prioritisation
• Plan for consistency across the 

company
• Monitoring, evaluation, assurance

Value Chain:

• Map impacts (and dependencies). 
• Identify value chain actors with a 

dominant positive or negative 
impact on biodiversity 

• Review risks and opportunities 
• Prepare a workplan to move 

towards BNG

Investment decisions & engagement:

• Why work on it?
• What does BNG in investment look like?
• How to achieve BNG in investment 

strategy and engagement decisions?
• Mapping, or ‘footprinting’
• Activities: screening, voting, engagement, 

ESG integration, loan conditions, 
biodiversity safeguards for project 
finance, impact investing



Using the BBOP roadmap for business can help:

 Assess opportunities, risks and feasibility of different options

 Decide on scope and goals (ie level of ambition)

 Make realistic plans to improve mitigation over time

 Implement plans in orderly, systematic and predictable way

 Avoid mistakes of the past!

 Benefit from lessons learned and experiences worldwide

 Using the roadmap can help

https://www.forest-trends.org/bbop/
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Useful concepts and data to assess biodiversity impacts 
throughout the value chain 

Joshua Berger, Environmental Economist at CDC Biodiversité



Useful concepts 

and data to assess 

biodiversity impacts 

throughout the 

value chain

Business & biodiversity: 

roadmaps to positive impact -

29/11/2018 – Paris

Joshua Berger, Global 

Biodiversity Score Project 

Manager
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Businesses perceive impacts to be concentrated

at the stage of raw material production but huge

disparities exist between industries

Raw 

material

production 

and 

processing

Stores, 

warehouse, 

offices

End of 

life

Manu-

facturing

Assembly Product 

use

Source: survey of 16 businesses by 

CDC Biodiversité  (2018)
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Financial institutions also expect impacts to be

concentrated in early and late stages of the value 

chain

Raw 

material

production 

and 

processing

Stores, 

warehouse, 

offices

End of 

life

Manu-

facturing

Assembly Product 

use

Source: survey of 4 financial institutions 

by CDC Biodiversité (2018)  



The concept of scopes and attribution rules can usefully be

borrowed from the climate world



What is "under the control" of a company?

 The Greenhouse Gas Protocol provides useful 

guidelines

 The attribution of the impacts must be consistent 

with the accounting choices of the entity assessed in 

terms of what it controls:

 Financial control (>50%)

 Operational control

 Share of the debt and equity owned (pro rata)



Multiple needs, multiple tools
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Joshua Berger

Global Biodiversity Score Project 

Manager

Mail:

joshua.berger@cdc-biodiversite.fr

Phone:       +33 (0)1 80 40 15 41

Mobile: +33 (0) 6 21 86 16 81
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Assessing the biodiversity impact of the supply of natural rubber 
from suppliers 

Nicolas Beaumont, Senior VP Sustainable Development and Mobility at Michelin
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Comparing supply options in terms of biodiversity impact 
Alain Michel, SD operations manager at Solvay



Paris
november 29, 2018

Global Biodiversity Score
Business Case: comparing supply options in 

terms of biodiversity impact
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Conclusions & Next steps

Key findings 

MORE
VALUE

Context / Objectives



Biodiversity - Business Case

Context and objectives

➢ Solvay joined the CDC Biodiversity initiative (B4B+) as a unique opportunity to share and gain 

expertise on biodiversity

➢ The objective is to progress on biodiversity footprint measurement along the value chain and to 

provide our decision makers with reliable and accessible information including on biodiversity so 

they can take better business decisions because being more sustainable

➢ We launched with the CDC / B4B+ a first case on our Aroma Performance business with the 

objective to measure the biodiversity footprint depending on the supply chain options (origin of the 

raw material) for our Natural Vanillin product.
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Biodiversity - Business Case

Business Case: introduction 

➢ Solvay produces natural vanillin. Obtained by bioconversion of ferulic acid, a natural organic compound found in 

rice bran, Rhovanil® can substitute natural vanillin from vanilla beans which remain very limited worldwide and 

very inconsistent in terms of quality & pricing levels

➢ So, natural vanillin is processed ferulic acid which is a co-product of rice. This rice can be sourced from various 

suppliers/ and locations

➢ As of now, Solvay sources its rice in Japan. On the long run, the objective is to understand and measure the 

biodiversity footprint of the various supply options in order to test different options

24



Biodiversity - Business Case

Business Case: layout and structure 
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Biodiversity - Business Case

● Dynamic footprint for Japan is the smallest with 8,0

MSAm², almost 4 times less than the world average mix

(30,7 MSAm²) and almost 10 times less than Myanmar

(76,9 MSAm²)

26

Key findings: dynamic footprint (scope 1) per ton and pressure 
breakdown varies significantly among supply options (origin)

Source : CDC B computation, November 2018

● For countries where pressures from land conversions are expected
to remain low (Japan or USA), main driver is climates change

● For countries where pressures from land conversions are expected
to be high (Vietnam, Myanmar…), spatial pressure (sum of
conversion, fragmentation and encroachment) is the main driver

Source : calculs GBS avril 2018



Biodiversity - Business Case

• Yield is the main driver for static footprint

• Results are consistent with ecoinvent

• United states static footprint (2985 MSAm², yield=8,5 t/ha) is 2,8 times smaller than Thailand’s (8449 MSA m², yield=3,0 t/ha)
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Key findings: for the static footprint (scope 0) the yield 
is the main driver

As a reference,
ecoinvent transformation (China)= 4141 m²

Equivalent to 3805 MSAm² 

with MSA% Agri(China)=8,1%Source : CDC B computation, November 2018



Biodiversity - Business Case

Business Case: conclusions & next steps

➢ Dynamic and static footprints vary strongly depending on the origin of the rice purchased

➢ So, embedding biodiversity indicators into business decision-making process (supply chain)

decisions can allow better choice in terms of raw material because more sustainable and answer

Solvay’s stakeholders expectations.

➢ Pressure breakdown varies significantly among countries depending and the land conversion

forecast leading to very different situations. So, Solvay can investigate supplier practices to better

understand their (location in the country, inputs , water consumption…)

➢ To go further, Solvay will continue its support to B4B+ to develop standardize indicators being

quantitative, concise, simple, covering the entire value chain, internationally recognized and focused

on biodiversity itself

28



wwwsolvaycom

APPENDICES



Biodiversity - Business Case

• Land conversion forecast in Japan is very different than Myanmar. In Japan agriculture area is expected to 
decrease by 39% where it increases by 46% in Myanmar. As a result, GBS model doesn’t account any footprint 
from spatial pressures for Japan when they are the main drivers for Myanmar (68%) 
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Dynamic footprint: focus on Japan spatial pressures, 
comparison with Myanmar

Source : CDC B computation, November 2018



Biodiversity - Business Case31

Potential upgrade of the Business Case

● Methodological upgrades

• taking into account aquatic biodiversity which should play an important role for rice production

• taking into account the transformation process which should increase the footprint of climate change 

pressure

• taking into account different types of agricultural techniques which could be different between suppliers

● Accessing a better information

• Solvay is looking for additional information from its rice suppliers (location, fertilizes, water consumption…) 

which could be used to refine the results.



Biodiversity - Business Case
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Experience from engaging with a supply chain to achieve positive 
impact

Francesco Tramontin, Director of External Affairs Europe at Mondelez



FRANCESCO TRAMONTIN
DIRECTOR GLOBAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 'BUSINESS & BIODIVERSITY: 

ROADMAPS TO POSITIVE IMPACT' - 29 NOVEMBER 2018 PARIS

@SOUTHSIDEMOJO

EXPERIENCE FROM 

ENGAGING WITH A SUPPLY 

CHAIN TO ACHIEVE 

POSITIVE IMPACT

Updated 9.13.18



Welcome to Harmony
Mondelēz International’s programme to change the way 

wheat is grown in Europe and bake great biscuits



Our Impact for Growth Strategy

Harmony is part of our sustainability strategy to deliver our vision to be 

the World’s Leading Wellbeing Snacking Company

Harmony, along with Cocoa Life, are signature programmes that demonstrate MDLZ commitment to protect 

the wellbeing of our planet. In both cases, we work directly on the ground and invest in programs where we 

ca have the biggest impact.

Our wheat sustainability analysis led to 3 impact areas :

1. Secure key raw material : Quality needs / Pest & disease, soil health, productivity risks

2. Reduce end to end carbon footprint

3. Reduce end to end water footprint



Why Harmony Matters ?

We want to be the champions of wheat

At Mondelez International, we have become the largest Biscuit Company in the world.

We bake Biscuits the right way, with a clear sense of purpose.

Wheat is the first ingredient to bake our Biscuits. Nobody cares as much as we do.

70% of our environment impact comes from raw material.

Wheat is not just a raw material. Wheat is the largest food crop in the world, and the first humanity 

cultivated. At the same time, agriculture is impacted by climate change : as water resources 

become scarce, use of chemical treatments and carbon emissions increase. Wheat farming is 

especially vulnerable to climate change.

With Harmony we want to become the champions of wheat, while having a positive impact on our 

environmental footprint. That’ s why we have created Harmony, our program to grow wheat in a 

sustainable way.



The Harmony Charter 
Sustainable Farming Practices to prevent the use of pesticides and fertilizers 

Traceability :
100% treatment 

registered and shared 
with MDLZ

Credibility :
Every year Audits by 

external organism

What is Harmony ?

Rigorous Selection of 
seeds for the resilience 
and quality of our 
biscuits

Crop rotation to 
minimize treatment

Principled use of water 
and reasoned treatment 
at the last resort 

Flowers plots around 
wheat lands to enhance 
biodiversity

Farmers health and 
safety

Harmony wheat in a 
different silo

Harmony is a partnership with local 
farmers located as close as possible 
to our biscuit factories.
The Harmony farmers receive a 
premium to implement a demanding 
charter of better farming practices, 
the Harmony Charter, to grow wheat 
in a sustainable way that helps 
prevent the usage of pesticides and 
fertilizers, preserve water and soil, 
and reduce carbon emission. The 
Harmony charter also contains 
specific practices to enhance 
biodiversity.

Always on the edge :                                
At cutting edge of sustainable practice, 

innovating – focus France

Since 2014: Pilot farms

Regional impact – keep core of 
the program vs adapt to the 

critical issues on each geography



Why do we care about biodiversity and what we do for its preservation?

Experts : “the main challenge for the future of 
agriculture is the preservation of biodiversity”

Our actions for biodiversity:
 At least 3% of every Harmony wheat field dedicated 

to chosen flowers or hedges
 Inter-season crops
 Responsible use of pesticides

2017,

17



2017

2022

1. Scaling up our EU wheat need 

grown by Harmony farmers

2. Expanding across Europe 3. Impacting all our 

Biscuits Brands

4. Working in Partnership with external Framework

Extending Harmony

60%
174 000 tons 

Wheat Flour

100%
284 000 tons 

Wheat Flour
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Qui agit de façon responsable

Qui travaille en partenariat avec les agriculteurs
français

Qui s'engage pour la biodiversité

Qui propose des produits d'origine locale

Qui me garantit la traçabilité

* BHT 2015- Baromètre de notoriété de LU et ses marques filles - Ecart entre 2011 et 2015 VS les marques Kinder, Bonne maman, Brossard, Kellogg’s

Les consommateurs exposés au message 
Harmony ont des intentions d’achat à +10 
points VS les non exposés**
 Equivalent à une croissance des ventes 
de +1% à +2%

1. LU : +10% in average in 5 years on key items « responsible brand » and « committed in quality and environment »

2. Harmony : +10 pp purchase intent for exposed consumers

3. VPB : back to growth mainly thanks to Harmony communication 

Harmony drives positive brand image : LU data

#1 preferred brand of French people
#1 snacking brand top-of-mind
Leader on TRUST & QUALITY, SUSTAINABILITY, BIODIVERSITY, PARTNERSHIP 
WITH FARMERS & LOCAL SOURCING



A broader perspective...



Deforestation in our supply chain represents the largest single 

contributor to our carbon footprint



Cocoa Life: empowered cocoa farmers in thriving communities are the 
foundation for a sustainable cocoa supply chain

Create additional income streams

• Create women business groups

• Train vocationally

Provide access to finance

• Set up VSLA (Village Saving Loans 

Associations)

• Link VSLA’s to formal finance

Build communities’ capacity:

• Develop Community Action Plans

• Raise the funding to realize them

Raise awareness and 

sensitization:

• Gender equality

• Women in decision making roles

Create opportunities for youth

• Train on cocoa-related enterprises

• Include cocoa farming basics in school curriculum

Combat child labor

• Raise awareness and sensitization on child protection

• Monitor and remediate cases of child labor

Improve farmers income :

• Offering clear terms of trade

• Loyalty premium per MT sold to us

Increase farm productivity:

• GAP trainings

• Access to fertilizer/crop protection/improved 

seedlings

• Financial support

Encourage Environmental Practices 

and conservation of natural eco-

systems

• Train farmers on GEP

• Provide shade trees

Combat deforestation

• Map farms

• Create transparency to farm level



… At Scale  





The Recipe for Success

Holistic Approach: Farmer Centric, Focus on Most Relevant Impact and Systemic Change 

Alligned with our Supply Chain 

Committed to Partnership

We make it consumer Relevant! 



@SouthsideMojo
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Plenary discussion 

• What data are necessary to collect to assess impacts of activities 
downstream and upstream of your business and how to collect them while 
keeping costs under control?

• What are the responsibilities of companies for the impacts of upstream 
(suppliers, etc.) and downstream (use of products or services, end of life) 
activities?

• How can companies improve the biodiversity footprint of their value chain 
and move toward net gains across their supply chain?



#EUbiodiversity 29 November 2018 – Paris, France

Thank you!


